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ORT medical practice management software is specifically designed for orthodontic clinics. Combining a range of inno-
vative technologies carefully developed by MDM Monacoh as well as a simple and user-friendly interface, ORT allows 
you to perform all your practice management tasks in one comprehensive software.

ORT
Management software 
for orthodontists

What is ORT ?

Advantages

 Management of your medical staff,  simplified

ORT allows you to simplify your human resources management activities through various 
essential functions.
Suitable for multi-doctor clinics, ORT medical practice management software allows you to ma-
nage multiple calendars in one platform, so you can synchronize your medical staff’s schedules 
in no time.
Whether it is vacation or sick leave, all the information relating to the availability of your 
employees is available in one place and can be filtered by doctor or clinic.
The calendar options offered by ORT are numerous and versatile, as well as customizable at 
will. In addition, any appointment registered in the calendar is automatically synchronized to the 
availability of the doctor in charge.

 Efficient medical appointment system

Our orthodontic software’s integrated appointment scheduling system is designed to optimize 
every element of the medical visit management process.
The user can record multiple appointments for the same patient, manage reminders automati-
cally and easily record “no-shows”. With ORT, it is even the modification of appointments and 
the management of patients without an appointment which are facilitated!

 Powerful patient management software

The administrative management of patients is at the heart of the success of an orthodontist 
clinic. ORT facilitates the organization of your patient records and brings together all the infor-
mation necessary for patient follow-up in one place.
Keep the consultation or examination reports of your patients, integrate photos, X-rays, 
diagnoses and traces in their files and manage these images efficiently thanks to our powerful 
patient management module.
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 Integrated medical billing system

Managing patient bills efficiently is an essential step in running an orthodontic practice. That’s 
why ORT is armed with all the invoicing, dunning and collection tools you need.
With ORT, centralize all your administrative activities, including the design, editing and printing 
of your invoices.

In addition, thanks to its integration with MDM Monacoh’s powerful TRT accounting manage-
ment tool, ORT allows you to record and process all your transactions automatically in order to 
manage your clinic’s accounting without headaches.

 Supervision of all your clinics in one place

Do you have several orthodontic practices to manage? With ORT, you can supervise the 
administrative activities of all your clinics on the same platform, without friction.

Get your free demo or further informations !
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